
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2023-02-02 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Matt, Pete, Martin, Leo, Steve, Yan, Arnold, Yolandi 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Bug fixing carrier object - agreement to make these fixes. Possible hotfix for most urgent 

 work depending on the effort involved. 
 ○  it's not advance searchable (  1204  ) 
 ○  Website should be mandatory - use website from org unless there is a Carrier 

 specific website (  1300  ) 
 ○  notifying facility owners about requests for association is missing (  1315  ) 
 ○  even org admins of facility owners can't approve carriers (  1315  ) 

 ●  Renew PC terms.  The charter  states that “The PeeringDB  Product Committee members 
 serve a 2 years renewable term” and most members have served for 2 years now. This 
 is a call for existing members to decide if they want to serve a second term. 

 ● 
 Contract Requirement field: Adjust language to “Agreement required”? - possible 
 clarification for v3 of the API (  625  ) 

 ●  NANOG Hackathon (  slides  ) 
 ●  Do we rate limit API writes? If we do, should we? - create  issue to manage high rates of 

 API writes 
 ●  Agenda topics for NANOG? 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1299  Alphabetize simple search 
 results 

 Organization names are not alphabetized 
 in simple search output. This makes it 
 harder to visually scan the list to find the 
 entry you want when it is very long 

 Rephrase 

 1308  Deploy Google Analytics on 
 www and docs 

 As title  ✓ 

 1313  Improve email confirmation 
 control - add 3 month option & 
 maybe set new default value 

 1.  A tooltip letting admins know that 
 a range of options is available 

 2.  An option for 3 months 
 3.  Possibly changing the default 

 ✓ 



 from 1 week to something else 

 peeringdb 
 -py 72 

 --output-format in cli does not 
 seem to be working 

 An error is returned instead of the 
 expected output 

 peeringdb 
 -py 74 

 Add Carrier Objects  As title 

 1321  Organization Network Type - 
 Access technology agnostic 

 As title 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1294  OAuth2 flow fails to complete 
 when using U2F Security Key 

 Bug in Oauth when using U2F  ✓ 

 1295  Allow anonymous users to 
 change languages 

 Remove the need for users to create an 
 account and set language preferences 
 before enabling translation 

 1300  display website URL on carrier 
 object 

 As title 

 1302  Fix OpenAPI types where 
 needed 

 Bug: “In the OpenAPI docs many of the 
 boolean fields are listed as string” 

 1303  Add headers to API requests  “Easy way to signal API version to 
 consumers” 

 1307  Google Analytics console 
 errors with Firefox 

 “Google Analytics, presently on 
 beta.peeringdb.com, produces console 
 errors with Firefox 109.0” 

 1311  Update Dependencies  “Update all dependencies to new major 
 releases. This year includes Django 4.2 
 LTS” 

 1315  issues when accepting / 
 denying carrier presence 
 requests 

 Bug: “only organization administrators 
 are able to accept / deny carrier 
 presence requests at their facilties” 

 ✓ 



 1316  Duplicate content served via 
 peeeringdb 

 www.peeringdb.com  content is served 
 via any names within peeringdb.com and 
 this is penalized in search engine results 

 1317  PeeringDB-client sync failure 
 429 

 Bug: running “  peeringdb sync  ” results in 
 “Exception: 429 Internal error: Too Many 
 Requests” 

 1320  Unable to access facility 
 history - Server Error (500) 

 AC cannot see object history  Same as  1096 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 1298  Increase IPv4/6 prefix limits  Prefix limits will grow to reflect larger DFZs 

 1301  Cache result interval differs 
 from documentation 

 Operations issue: “API cache generation is taking ~25 minutes 
 now” instead of the 15 minutes in the documentation 

 1314  pdb_load_data command 
 fails on Carrier resource 

 Add support for new objects 

 1318  Carriers is missing from 
 Advanced Search 

 As left. Should be addressed through  #1204 

 AOB 
 None 


